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New EBSCO Databases
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The New York Times

What is it?: The New York Times U.S. and International editions, including the Spanish‐
language edition and their archives, are available to the seminary community.

How to access it: Create an account using your seminary email address by following
the link on the Research Tools | Journals page. After you have an authorized login, you
can use it to access content through the regular NYT site.

American Antiquarian Society (AAS) Historical Periodicals Collection

What is it?: A large collection of digitized, full‐text searchable American periodicals,
including a wide variety of religious publications, published between 1684 and 1912.

How to access it: All content is available in Sophi Search. The databases can also be
accessed individually through Research Tools | Databases | Other EBSCO databases

Arte Público Series I & 2

What is it?: Historical articles, political and religious pamphlets, books of Hispanic
literature and culture, historical newspapers and periodicals, and personal and
organizational manuscript content documenting Hispanic history, literature, politics,
and culture in the United States, including the evolution of Hispanic civil rights,
religious thought, and women writers in the late 19th and 20th centuries. Fully
digitized and searchable in English and Spanish.

How to access it: All content is available in Sophi Search. The databases can also be
accessed individually through Research Tools | Databases | Other EBSCO databases

ATLA Historical Monographs Collection, Series I & 2

What is it?: Over 10 million fully‐searchable pages of content from the late 13th century
‐1922, with a focus on religion in 19th century America. This collection covers diverse
topics as philosophy, the debate over evolution, slavery, the Reformation, spiritualism,
prayer, ancient linguistics, archaeology, devotionals, and ethics.

How to access it?: All content is available in Sophi Search. The databases can be
accessed individually through Research Tools | Databases | Other EBSCO databases



If you have questions, please contact us at 
libraryiq@austinseminary.edu

New e‐books

Credo

What is it?: We added 15 new reference titles to our Credo collection this summer,
including The Encyclopedia of Politics and Religion, Religions of the World: A
Comprehensive Encyclopedia of Beliefs and Practices, The Blackwell Companion to
Christian Ethics, and numerous commentaries. These join our other e‐reference works
on Credo to form a collection of almost 60 fully‐searchable volumes in an easy‐to‐use,
updated interface.

How to access it: Research tools | Databases | Credo

EBSCO eBooks

What is it?: We added over 100 new e‐books to the EBSCO eBooks collection over the
summer, including many high‐demand commentaries, the Feasting on the Word series,
and twenty Spanish‐language theological books from Abingdon Press.

How to access it: All content is available in Sophi Search. You can also access the EBSCO
eBooks search page through Research Tools | e‐books | Access EBSCO eBooks

Note: EBSCO now has an app for iOS and Android devices that makes accessing their e‐books a little

easier. See www.austinseminary.edu/ebooks or ask Kristy for more details.

ProQuest e‐Libro and Science & Technology Ebook Subscription (ebrary)

What is it?: e‐Libro Premium includes over 100,000 Spanish‐language e‐book titles
from more than 500 publishers, 95% from Latin America and Spain. The collection
includes many texts on religion and philosophy, in addition to other academic topics
and general reference works. The Science and Technology Ebook Subscription includes
e‐books on all science and technology topics including computers, engineering, life and
physical sciences, and math.

How to access it: Research Tools | e‐books | Access ProQuest ebrary
You can browse by subject or search for a particular book or author from the ProQuest
ebrary portal. All the ProQuest e‐books can be downloaded or read online.


